
Debate Between “Thomas Jefferson” and “Patrick Henry”! 

Debate:  The United States Constitution:  Pro and Con 
With “Benjamin Franklin”, moderator & special guest, “John Adams”     
 
You can find this debate on the DVD or here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFb4gP9hXso&index 
 

1. What are Patrick Henry’s concerns with the Constitution as opposed to the Articles of Confederation? 
 
 

2. Although Jefferson had been a fan of the Articles of Confederation, in what way had it proven itself insufficient?  
Why did he feel that the Constitution is needed? 

 
 

3. According to Jefferson, the Constitution is necessary for three essential purposes: 

1 - The general  S_________________________________ 

2 - The general  D________________________________ 

3 - A general system of  T______________________________ necessary to ensure safety and defense 

 
4. Jefferson reminds us that government receives its power to govern from the __________________________. 

 
5. What was Jefferson’s view of a national bank?  According to Jefferson, is a national bank constitutional? 

 
 

6. Was Patrick Henry present at the Constitutional Convention?        O Yes    O No 
 

7. How did Patrick Henry describe the definition of slavery? 
 

When our work is ______________________________________________________________________ 
 

8. How is taxation like slavery? 
 
 

9. Who does Jefferson consider the Father of the Constitution? __________________________________________ 
 

10. According to Jefferson, what are some outstanding features of the Constitution? 

1 – It is the _________________________________ document of its kind ever created in human history. 

2 – It established a government to check its own ___________________________________ 

3 – It placed the most power in which branch? _____________________________________________ 
 

11. T or F  -  Madison believed that inherent rights were inferred in the Constitution and therefore a Bill of Rights 
was not necessary.      O True     O False 

 
 NOTE:  The speakers and moderator make a short reference to Jefferson’s womanizing.   They are referring to 

the attack that has long been made against Jefferson that asserts he had a romantic relationship with his slave 
Sally Hemmings.  A very well researched historical analysis of this argument that refutes this claim can be found 
in a fascinating book:  The Jefferson Lies: Exposing the Myths You’ve Always Believed about Thomas Jefferson 
by David Barton (the new version of 2016).  I highly recommend this!  

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFb4gP9hXso&index


 
 
 
 

12. Why is Patrick Henry concerned about “the junction of the sword and the purse” as allowed in the Constitution?  
What is he referring to? 

 
 
 

13. According to Jefferson, who gives freedoms to mankind?  ____________________________________________ 
 

14. According to Adam Smith, human society benefits when an individual is free to capitalize on their 

_______________, ________________________________, and the monetary value of their property. 

 
15. An audience member points out that implicit in their Constitution is an assumption that our populace will never 

become lazy, apathetic, or stupid.  According to Jefferson, what is the antidote to ensure this does not happen? 
 
 

 NOTE:  All in fun, John Adams enters!!  In speaking about sedition, they are referring to the Alien and Sedition 
Acts in effect during John Adams’ presidency whereby it was illegal to make false statements criticizing the 
federal government. 

 
16. T or F  -  The freedom of the press relies on the willingness and ability of the people to discern what’s true versus 

what’s been twisted.     O True     O False 
 

17. For citizens to maintain the blessings of a republic, they must be good stewards of the republic.  This requires a 
good education. Who ought to decide what a good education is?  Who should dictate what will be taught and 
how?  How does Jefferson respond? 

 
 
 

18. Are you surprised by the sorts of limits put on the voting electorate at that time?  There were many voting 
requirements such as:   

You had to be at least how old? _________________________     
Could all skin colors vote?  _____________________________     
What gender could not vote? ___________________________    
Could you have a home mortgage and be allowed to vote? __________________________ 

 

 


